
7 Little Words ®

Dinosaurs

Find the 7 words to match the 7 clues. The numbers in parentheses represent
the number of letters in each solution. Each letter combination can be used only
once, but all letter combinations will be necessary to complete the puzzle.

CLUES SOLUTIONS

1 meat eater slightly smaller than a T. Rex
(10)

ALLOSAURUS

2 it was unfairly thought to be an egg thief (9) OVIRAPTOR

3 this plant eater had a brain the size of a
walnut (11)

STEGOSAURUS

4 it had one of the largest heads of any land
animal (11)

TRICERATOPS

5 it was likely one of the smartest dinosaurs
(7)

TROODON

6 this was probably the largest meat-eating
dinosaur (11)

SPINOSAURUS

7 dinosaur with the longest tail (10) DIPLODOCUS

RAP RUS ODO URUS AL

LOSA CUS RUS STEG DIPL

TROO TRIC OSAU ERA SPIN

OVI TOPS TOR DON OSAU
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OSAU RUS DIPL RAP TROO
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LOSA OVI DON STEG TRIC
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